CIVITAS DEI
churches can then begin to change public opinion, 103, and
so enable statesmen to act, 104.
CHAPTER X
the day of small things         .	.	.	.105
The gospel of science that man has aeons before him m
which to create the divine commonwealth. Progress due to
initiatives of small unimportant communities, 105. Their
slowness in grasping the future significance of their work.
Such communities may once more initiate progress, e.g.
Australia and New Zealand, 106. Australia and New
Zealand imagined as forming an international common-
wealth with Great Britain. The existence of physical
obstacles disproved by the League, 107. The mental
obstacle would be reduced if one limited international
commonwealth were so framed as to admit other states
wishing to join it, 108. Distance itself unites the antipodes
with Great Britain in their common interest in securing
their communications. For this reason India and Egypt
might follow suit, 109, thus making the commonwealth
inter-racial as well as international; to be followed by
Holland, Belgium, the Scandinavian countries and France.
The League has disproved the language difficulty, no.
With the inclusion of Canada, the U.S.A. and Ireland the
international commonwealth would ensure peace and be
strong enough to include countries now under despotisms.
Backward peoples helped to self-government by inclusion
in the commonwealth, in. International control of com-
munications essential to peace, 112. The opportunity of
Australia and New Zealand not to be measured by their
present importance, 113.
CHAPTER XI
dominion status     .         ,         .         .         .         .114
That no Dominion is now prepared to take the initiative in
founding an international commonwealth is a fact to be
faced. Dominion sovereignty complete on paper, 114. The
question whether Dominions are belligerents when Great
Britain declares war is still unsettled. The British govern-
ment alone in facing the task of averting world-war, 115,
The conduct of foreign policy assumed by nations conscious
of a genuine sovereignty. The indifference of Dominion
electorates to foreign affairs, 116, will continue, until they
declare to the world that a British declaration of war does
not make them belligerents, 117. They would then be
driven to study their position and to see how important it
is, n 8. The special position of Canada considered, 119.

